Brother Veritus Community (BVC), Brother Veritus’ Website (www.LuisPrada.com)

The Five Points of Inner Work and the Dispensation of Lord Buddha

Original document in Spanish, translation to English by Miguel Stegensek. This is a five-day lecture
given by Lord Buddha near the end of 2009 to a group of Hispanic people attending the daily
Meditation Hour of the BVC Etheric Temple. Every night of this five-day program Lord Buddha
visited the ones who requested healing from him and worked on the erasure of karma written in
their heart chakra. We invite you to invite Lord Buddha to do the same dispensation for you. If you
do so, be sincere, have faith and quiet you mind during the healing.

Lord Buddha —1st Day
th

Lord Buddha channeled by Jorge Arturo López Narváez on Saturday 28 of November 2.009 for
the Brother Veritus Community (BVC), message shared in the Chatroom of the English Forum of
Brother Veritus' Website (BVW) at the Meditation Hour at 1:00PM, Colombian Hour. We invite you
to participate.
What a pleasure to be with you! I am Lord Buddha, I am new here (laughs). I come from the Karmic
Board, they have asked me to come to you today to do a little census. I have counted you, and it is
a pleasure for me to be here with all of you! What a joy to see the Sons of God shine so much as
you! What a Light you emit, my children!
Well, I come to talk to you a little about the work that I have to do with you. There remains almost no
karma in you, what I see is a little of fear, very little, but well, there it is and it is very important to
work on that. (I see you have a pretty temple, good! That is very good, let me congratulate you!)
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Well,, continuing with the karma, there is very little, I have almost nothing to do but I will work with
you for 5 days, it is necessary. Meditate and visualize me. You have to take a time, some minutes
to work together, Lord Buddha asks it to you. Five days from now. I make a call to all of you to take
that time from today [until] 5 days. It is understood, isn’t it?
My children, well, I will work on
o you. I expect that everybody may accept me in love, and well,
well that’s
it. I leave you my blessings and what you may wish from now on. I am in the love and I am willing to
help you. Remember that I am Lord Buddha and what you may desire you make me know, m
my
beloved ones.. Until those 5 days! [There were thanks from the attendees before this gift, this karmic
dispensation from the Lord of Karma, Lord Buddha.]
Buddha

Lord Buddha —2nd Day
th

Lord Buddha channeled by Jorge Ar
Arturo López Narváez on Sunday 29 of November 2.009 for the
Brother Veritus Community (BVC), message shared in the Chatroom of the English Forum of
Brother Veritus' Website (BVW) at the Meditation Hour at 1:00PM, Colombian Hour. We invite you
to participate.
Dear ones, I am here with you again, it is my second day already,, amazed in this so beautiful
temple that you have built with Light. You may ask yourselves what is doing Buddha here, my
beautiful children, well,, I am the professor of Ascension, I like
lik teaching and that this process may be
as pleasant and comfortable as possible. For that I am here, you are blessed, my children of the
Light. These days we will address several subjects, I will be with you in your pleasant company of
Light, I feel like at Home.
Today we will talk about the
e TRUTH, this so wonderful word which encloses the divinity in a circle of
love. The Truth is the right path of life, it is Light, it is the love of the Father. The Truth. And you are
a Truth, you are harmonious divinity in process, you are a natural state of being in the Cosmos, my
dear children.
There are 5 points that I am working in you since yesterday: hate (hatred),
arrogance (pride),
(
envy, ignorance and attachment.
ttachment. These 5 points are of
vital importance, they are almost
a
a thing of the past in you, but still there
are.. You, beloved children, must be free from that and for that I am here,
the master Buddha, eh, dear ones?
Yesterday you called me, not everyone
everyone,, but the most of you. From here, my
dear ones, it is going to be risen the Buddha Group, we will make a work
team. Some of you have their team already but a group will rise from here,
understood, dear ones? I have the permission from the Creator to assist
you, just look how far you have come, eh?
Well,, let’s come back to th
the
e 5 points. The truth must prevail in all of you, I
will help you, you just have to visualize me, my children. We will work on these 5 points
po
together:
Hate, Arrogance,, Envy, Ignorance and Attachment, those must disappear completely. We will work
on them these
hese 5 days, I will be assisting you without fail, to whom may request it to me.
I am Lord Buddha, I leave you my blessing. See you on these days.
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Lord Buddha —3rd Day
th

Lord Buddha channeled by Jorge Ar
Arturo López Narváez on Monday 30 of November 2.009 for the
Brother Veritus Community (BVC), message shared in the Chatroom of the English Forum of
Brother Veritus' Website (BVW) at the Meditation Hour at 1:00PM, Colombian Hour. We invite you
to participate.
Dear ones, in my third day with you it is a great pleasure to be with all of
you,, I am Lord Buddha and I am with you in balance with All That Is. Today
we will talk about
a
INTEGRITY, my children.
What is integrity? It is a sacred word, it is a cosmic word, it is integrity a
word carved in gold. Everything in the universe is integrity, our Father is
integrity with the Mother. The Holy Trinity is so. A couple of Beings
Being of Light
rd
is integrity with their soul mate. In the duality of the 3 Dimension there is
integrity,
tegrity, dear ones, in this human body integrity exists as well.
Integrity is the unification of the Cosmos converted into Light or
Unconditional Love,
Love my loved ones.. It is also the unification of all living
beings of this planet in harmony in the L
Light. Everything is balance, my children,
children everything in the
universe is integrity. Well, that integrity is the one that should move human beings from the
beginning, of course, the course was lost, you made yourselves dependent of the material things
and you divinity was put away.
away There is integrity
ty in human beings yet and they are the example to
the other human beings, without this you would not exist anymore nowadays, we would be nothing.
But God do not want this for us, we all are the creation of the Father, we all have a function in the
universe. You, my dear ones, are already a complete integrity towards the Light, my children, you
are already gods in the Cosmos, your Higher Self has integrated you to All That Is, He has
conducted you, He
e is guiding you through the Path of the Spiritual Integri
Integrity.
ty. This is to have the level
of Ascension. To be participants in the change that is ahead, to ensure a privileged place in the
Cosmos. Be then, my children, complete in everything you may undertake.
Be an example of the TRUTH for your brethren, this will open the hearts of men, this will allow you
to be recognized again on Earth and in the universe for your greatness in spirit in order that, as
Spiritual Masters, you may be grace
graced by the love of God in all its splendor. You will be the heirs of
the future, your future in the universe as superior spiritual beings.
Well, my dear children, we continue in this learning and I reiterate the 5 points to which I have come
to work on you. We continue working individually on anyone who may request it. I am assisting you
and I have come from the higher realms to assist you. I leave you in peace and in love. I am Lord
Buda, see you in these days.
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Lord Buddha —4th Day
Lord Buddha channeled by Jorge Ar
Arturo López Narváez on Tuesday the 1st of December 2.009 for
the Brother Veritus Community (BVC), message shared in the Chatroom of the English Forum of
Brother Veritus' Website (BVW) at the Meditation Hour at 1:00PM, Colombian Hour. We invite you
to participate.
th

Beloved children, welcome to this temple of love. It is my 4 day and here I
am with all of you in harmony. What a joy to be with the Sons of God! It is a
high vibration
vibrati the one you emanate, my dear ones.
Then, today we will talk about LOVE. Love, which one of you want
wants to tell
me what love is, my beloved ones?
[Jorge Arturo: Responses from the forum are expected.]
expected The one who may
wish to respond, my beloved children.
children
Sudestada: Love is everything. It is every breath, every beat, e
everything!
Antonio: Deep respect.
respect
Luis Prada: Love is the answer you were waiting for.
for
Isssa: Love is God. It is what we are.
Apros
Aprosituss:
It is the universal glue.
Mangel: It is the highest level of consciousness.
Lenka: It is the most powerful force that transmutes all evil.
Mek-Et- Aton: Love is the living seed of God in us and that is why it elevates us.
Nirva: It is the essence of God.
God
Poet Alción: LOVE is the principle in which the existence is established from any perspective or
conceptuality in all planes.
Ballitoen: It iss the reason why we are here.
Gardenia: Love is a desire of possession and we seek to possess the Light
Light.
In fact, that is a correct answer, however the word love in its totality is CREATION. The creation of
the Father/Mother God, that is love. Love is a VEHICLE. Dear ones, a Divine Vehicle. Love is the
rd
highest tone of vibration. It is the very same purity of God. On Earth in this 3 Dimension love is
lived mainly in
n an earthly way, what does this mean? That loved is lived material
materially, passionately, in
couple, right? Love from father to son, from mother to father, etc, an earthly sense is given to love.
You have forgotten in this planet that love is the VEHICLE of life. It is a Vehicle of Ascension, of
transformation, of development in every way, dear ones. Love is the master key of the future of
every species, of every race, of every being of God.
Love is a spaceship.
ship. Yes, my child, indeed, it is also a spaceship.
ship. What does this mean? That in the
higher realms, in the spiritually evolved worlds, all beings of Light travel from one place to another,
from dimension to dimension if they wish so, of course. This vehicle, love, is a very high vibration in
development, this LOVE VEHICLE is tthe advanced mechanism in the Cosmos, it is the mechanism
of perfection, it is the vibration elevator, the ladder of life. The more we love, the more we rise
ourselves, of course, we have to be in harmony with everything. It is to go back to our natural sta
state
of spirit in order to be able to move forward, to keep ahead in this Journey towards God. We do not
need anything but that. We do not need to carry nothing with us, love is the main cell, it is the atom,
it is the molecule of the universe, of the Omnive
Omniverse. You are also dimensional gates, dear ones,
love melts karma, it transforms it, and that is why in each life you have decided that it is important to
go back to basics, love.
Love transmutes the being, love is not created, it lives, it is a divine bei
being.
ng. Then in this journey, dear
ones, free yourselves from your material vestments which tie you to this complex reality, go back to
love, go back to your interior, that you divine energy waits for you to guide you on the Path of
TRUTH, of INTEGRITY, to Unc
Unconditional Love. Be welcome again to the Path of Light.
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I am Lord Buddha and tomorrow will be a great day. We keep working individually on the 5 points
with anyone who may request it. I leave you my blessings, until tomorrow!
Poet Alción: My Beloved Prince, how much love is in you!
Mangel: Thank you, Divine Lord Buddha, you are the enlightened one!

Lord Buddha —5th Day
Lord Buddha channeled by Jorge Ar
Arturo López Narváez on Wednesday the 2nd of December 2.009
for the Brother Veritus Community (BVC), message shared in the Chatroom of the English Forum of
Brother Veritus' Website (BVW) at the Meditation Hour at 1:00PM, Colombian Hour. We invite you
to participate.
My beloved ones,
ones welcome to this Spiritual Congress. The
There are already 5
days with you in this so beautiful temple that you have created, this
Ether
Ethereal
Temple, of course! Thanks to Mr. Luis Prada for making possible
poss
this wonderful connection.
There
re have been days of much spiritual work, of much inner work, there
the
have been days of work in the karma of each one of you individually and I
have had different results in each one, my dear children. Our intention here
is to help you in the Ascension. Today we will talk about ENERGY. Does
some
omeone want to participate? Come one, dear ones, what is energy for
you?
Miguel Ángel: Energy is Light.. Likarubo: Energy is the divine essence. That is why I respect all
forms of energy. Aprosituss: It is movement.
movement Luanna: Intention, Will, To Be and To Do. Mauro:
Everything and everyone is energy vibrating in different frequencies. It is the force which gives life
and movement to life. Nirva: The main element of the universe. Ricardo: It is the being, the life.
Bunitaporte: You see us as energy, elder brethren. Perla Sofia: Energy is what moves it all. Kitiara:
Energy is everything. Nadia Ruiz: It is the celestial power. Mek-Et- Aton: Energy is the magic that
moves the universe. Magdalena: Energy is the inner divine force. Luigi: The stream of life of every
being.
That is right,
ight, your answers are so right. It is the result of the vibratory level of each being. Each
being has energy at different levels, so it is the result of the vibratory level of each being. That is
right, my beloved ones, energy lives naturally in active an
and
d passive form. What does this mean?
That the energy is there, always in calm, in repose, circulating in its natural form in its most diverse
states of manifestation: A rock, a plant, a tree, there it is energy. There is renewable energy that is
used on this
is planet. The natural energy is passive energy.
The energy of the being —the
the energy that lives in us in diverse vibratory levels—
levels is an active
energy, is a changing energy, it develops constantly,
constant , circulating in its neutral form but active,
motivated by the natural mechanisms of life. In this case on planet Earth, this energy can increase
or decrease depending on the vibratory level, depending, in the case of the human being, on
o his
mood, on his mood in his daily way of living.
In the Fifth Dimension the energy manifests itself in a harmonic way of Christic energy. What is the
Christic energy? The energy of the Christ or golden energy, energy emanated by the Planetary
Prince, healing energy, white, crystalline, of Ascension. The Christic energy lives starting
star
from the
Fifth Dimension, dear ones, it manifests itself on the being in a more transparent way, pure, where
nothing hides, nothing is false, it just prevails the TRUTH of there, of the Fifth Dimension, [there] the
Christic energy is lived. An inferior
inferio energy does not have room, my children. You, my children, are
already Christic energy, my beloved ones, you are transparent. What does this mean? That you can
look yourselves in your interior, you can see what is not correct in your life and you can remove
remo it
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from your way, you can see what is not from the Fifth Dimension, can’t you? That, my children, is
already energy from the Fifth Dimension.
You, my children, are already part of the Christ, you are in the Path of Ascension, my dear children.
Today is a Great Day, it is a day of integrity, of love, of truth, and of Christic energy. Today is a day
in which the truth manifests itself, in which the Christic energy moves, it circulates, it opens up the
path to you, my beloved ones, today is the day of knowing us all, of giving us a hug, of being
fraternal with all our brethren, of giving Light to anyone who may need it, of loving us as star
brethren, of integrating us and being One, just to be loyal followers of our Divine I AM Presence, of
surrendering ourselves to the energy of God, to be loyal to ourselves, to be disciples of God. The
Path is very long, loved ones, very long, but it will be more comforting from today on.
Well, dear ones, I have worked with you individually. All of you have received me with love, with
some doubt, but with your heart willing to change. With the power that the Karmic Board grants me I
finish the work with the children of God, with these children of yours, Father God. By the power that
the Ascended Masters give me I bless this Congress, I recognize these divine children. By the
power that God grants me, by the power that Jesus the Christ grants me, by the power that the
Beloved Ashtar grants me, I claim the empowering of each child of God present in this circle, I ask
and claim the group of Lord Buddha. Give a step forward and give his/her name each one of you
that accepts to be part of the work team of Lord Buddha, respecting the already formed groups:
[These attending members of the BVC gave their names to be part of the Buddha Group at that
moment. If you are new in this community you must invoke this master and request him to include
you in his group if you wish to work with him.] Ricardo, Mauro, Luanna, Antonio, Elsa, Joaquín, Liz
Karen, Miguel Ángel, Perla Sofía, Nadia, Magdalena, Poet Alción, Nirva, Marco, Daniel, Itzel, Jorge,
Blanca Aurora and Sebastián.
I recognize and accept the children of God in this group, all are already registered. May the Light of
the Christ live in you, may the Light of the Creator illuminate you. Live in harmony in everything you
undertake. Be in peace. Buddha has written down everyone. I leave you my blessing. I am Lord
Buddha.
Lenka: Thank you, Beloved Lord Buddha. Mauro: Mauro, here, Beloved Lord Siddhartha, The
Buddha. May all beings be happy and reach spiritual wisdom. Poet Alción: At your feet, Beloved
Master, there are tears of Light. Blessed you are, my Beloved Prince. Thank you for your Love and
your Energy. Miguel Ángel: Thank you, my Beloved Lord Buddha for all the Love and support in this
process and thank you, Beloved Jorge. Venus: Blessed be, Lord Buddha. Nadia Ruiz: What a joy,
Master Buddha! Néstor: Thank you, Beloved Lord Buddha, for so wonderful help to each one of
your children. Mek-Et- Aton: Thank you, Lord Buddha, thank you for your labor, you have helped a
lot. I am glad for my brethren who will work with you.
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